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Abstract: This work presents a method for reducing acoustic resonances in ferroelectric barium
strontium titanate (BST)-based bulk ceramic varactors, which are capable of operation in high-
power matching circuits. Two versions of parallel-plate varactors are manufactured here: one with
pure BST and one with 10 vol-% magnesium borate, Mg3B2O6 (MBO). Each varactor includes a
0.85-mm-thick ferroelectric layer. Acoustic resonances that are present in the pure BST varactor are
strongly suppressed in the BST-MBO varactor and, hence, the Q-factor is increased over a wide
frequency range by the addition of small amounts of a low-dielectric-constant (LDK) MBO. Although
the tunability is reduced due to the presence of non-tunable MBO, the increased Q-factor extends the
varactor’s availability for low-loss and high-power applications.

Keywords: barium strontium titanate (BST); magnesium borate; acoustic resonances; electrostriction;
bulk-ceramics

1. Introduction

As minimum structure sizes reach atomic scale boundaries, the focus is on improving
the manufacturing processes of integrated circuits. These are mostly based on plasma-
enhanced deposition or etching [1]. The lower industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band
frequencies, especially at 13.56 MHz, are used for this purpose. The plasma processes need
a tunable matching circuit to match the impedance of the plasma chamber to the impedance
of the radio frequency (RF) power generator during the plasma ignition and operation
intervals. Traditionally, mechanically tuned vacuum capacitors are used, which have
limited response times of around 1 s for a relative maximum change in capacitance. As the
thickness of the processed layers decreases, the plasma process duration also decreases,
pushing the required response time to the sub-second regime [2].

In general, semiconductor varactor diodes, PIN-diode switched capacitor banks, mi-
croelectromechanical systems (MEMS)-based solutions, and varactors based on functional
materials such as ferroelectrics have been implemented. The semiconductor varactor diodes
suffer from a low Q-factor, low linearity and poor power handling [3,4], and the PIN-diode
switched capacitor banks lack continuous tuning, as they provide discrete capacitances
only [3]. MEMS-based solutions have been shown to be promising alternative but there is
still scope of improvement in terms of power handling and mechanical reliability under
hot switching conditions [3,5], which are essential for plasma applications.
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Ferroelectric varactors based on barium strontium titanate (BST) provide a fast, high
and continuous tunable permittivity with high linearity. BST-based varactors also possess a
high breakdown field strength in the kV/mm region. These varactors can be based on three
types of technology—thin-film, thick-film and bulk-ceramic. The latter two technologies
are more suitable for high-power applications [6,7]. The stoichiometric ratio of barium
to strontium determines the operating temperature, which makes it important for the
BST to be in the paraelectric phase to maintain centrosymmetry [8]. However, the main
drawback of BST, as a solid-state dielectric, is its relatively high dielectric loss, which limits
the varactor’s extensive use [9,10]. Another disadvantage is the electric-field-induced
electrostrictive strain across the ferroelectric layer, which results in acoustic waves that
are reflected from adjacent layers, reducing the varactor’s Q-factor. In thin-film devices,
acoustic resonances are a well-known phenomenon [11,12] and, recently, their presence in
thick-film applications has also been observed in the lower MHz range [7]. Going forward,
acoustic resonances methodology and a method for their suppression in BST-based bulk-
ceramic varactor will be discussed using the composite ceramic approach.

2. Acoustic Resonances Methodology
2.1. Theory

Assuming a parallel-plate varactor with a bulk ferroelectric layer between two thick
electrodes, strain is induced across the layer with the application of an electric-field. Ac-
cording to [13,14], this strain is represented as

S = QP2(E), (1)

where Q is the electrostrictive coefficient and P(E) is the polarization due to the electric-
field E across the layer. For the characterization of functional materiasl, such as BST,
small-signal analysis is performed with a large bias signal ETun to tune the material layer.
This large bias signal is mainly responsible for the P(E) and, therefore, the strain can be
simply expressed as

S = QP2(ETun) ∝ Qε2E2
Tun, (2)

where ε is the BST layer’s permittivity. As Q is inversely proportional to the permittivity
ε [14], Newnham(1997), (2) modifies to

S ∝ εE2
Tun, (3)

which suggests that the strain is directly dependent don the permittivity of the material,
aside from the bias fields.Finally, the induced piezoelectricity g can be expressed as

g =
∂S

∂P(E)
= 2QP(ETun) ∝ 2QεETun, (4)

which is responsible for the presence of acoustic in the small AC signal.
Physically, the displacement of the Ti4+ ions in the BST crystal with the application

of bias fields leads to the above-mentioned strain S. The ionic displacement generates
proportional mechanical energy. This mechanical energy generates acoustic waves and
part of this energy is reflected back to the BST layer at interfaces to adjacent layers, forming
standing waves or acoustic resonances. Simultaneously, due to energy conservation,
the acoustic waves lead to a decrease in the varactor’s Q-factor or increase in equivalent
series resistance (ESR) [15]. Generally, the acoustic resonances are harmonic in nature,
which are spread over a frequency range, leading to the equivalent harmonic drops of the
Q-factor or spikes in ESR in this frequency range. According to Equation (3), the proposed
solution is to introduce a small amount of low-dielectric-constant (LDK) material to the
BST layer to reduce the relative permittivity of the BST layer, with a slight decrease in
tunability. This eventually reduces electrostrictive strain and, therefore, the effects of
induced piezoelectricity. Hence, the effects of standing acoustic waves can be minimized.
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2.2. Simulative Analysis

Considering the computational complexity associated with the 3D simulation en-
vironment, a 2D piezoelectric/acoustic simulation environment is set up in COMSOL
Multiphysics, as shown in Figure 1a, where a BST bulk of 2 × 1 mm2 cross-section is placed
between two silver electrodes to form a parallel-plate varactor. In the third dimension,
the varactor is assumed to be uniform, forming plane-symmetric geometry. The model
is in the strain-charge form of the piezoelectric effect, computing the structural strain S
from the applied electrical field E to investigate the electrostrictive effects of the BST-based
varactors, as mentioned in [16]. The chosen elastic compliance is marginally higher in
comparison, at around 6.35 × 10−12 Pa−1 [17], to compensate for the lower strontium
content in the BST used in this work, which is discussed later in Section 3. In the other
varactor configuration, a small amount of BST is replaced by the LDK inclusions, as shown
in Figure 1b–d, by the blue-colored circles. Each inclusion has 0.16 mm diameter, which
is based on the observations from the Figure 2d. Due to the lack of knowledge on MBO’s
mechanical parameters, the material for LDK inclusions is chosen to be COMSOL pre-
defined linear elastic material, Alumina (Al2O3), with a dielectric contrast of around 1:350
with BST. The permittivity of BST is taken to be around 2000 [18]. Three configurations
of 5, 10 and 30% LDK inclusion compositions are chosen and 100 simulations for each
configuration with different non-overlapped random arrangements of LDK inclusions are
carried out to prove its reliability in the acoustic suppression of the model with inclusions.
The random arrangements are based on the uniform distribution of probabilities of the
position of LDK inclusions across horizontal and vertical direction within the ferroelectric
layer. These simulations are based on the Monte-Carlo method to estimate the effects of
different locations of inclusions in the ferroelectric layer. It is to be noted that the dielectric
loss of all materials is ignored here, to focus on the effects of the low dielectric constant
and related mechanical properties of LDK inclusions.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. 2D simulation model design with BST (orange) between two silver electrodes (gray) with
randomly placed LDK inclusions (blue): (a) without the inclusions and (b–d) with 5%, 10%, 30% LDK
inclusions in the BST region. The BST is 2 × 1 mm2 in dimensions and each inclusion is 0.16 mm
in diameter.

The extracted ESR for the model without inclusions is compared with the mean µ of
all 100 simulations of each configurations of model with inclusions in Figure 3. The model
without inclusion, shown with the squared black line, depicts the presence of acoustics
at around 11.3 MHz, 15.7 MHz, 19.9 MHz and 24.1 MHz with ESR peaks. The significant
reduction in ESR, for the peak around 15.7 MHz and 19.9 MHz, from around 200 Ω to
under 25 Ω for all configurations of inclusions, shows a considerable suppression of
acoustics. On the contrary, the µ comparison does not show a reliable suppression for all
the simulations of all configurations, as there can be a few outlier simulations, which do
not show noticeable suppression. Hence, the variance study becomes critical in ensuring
the model’s reliability towards acoustic suppression.
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(a)
(b)

(c) (d)

(e)
(f)

Figure 2. Manufactured varactor pellet with (a) schematic (top and side view) and (b) realized
varactor. Microstructure analysis with scanning electron microscope images of (c) pure BST varactor
(d) BST-MBO varactor. In the BST-MBO varactor, BST is shown by white color and MBO phases are
shown by gray color. The measurement approach is shown with (e) pellet holder and (f) schematic
circuit of the setup.
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Figure 3. Comparison of mean µ ESR extracted from 2D simulation model with increasing com-
position percentages of inclusions. Considerable suppression of acoustics is observed here, with a
tolerable increase in ESR at non-acoustic frequencies.

The cumulative variance σ2 of the extracted ESR for 10% LDK inclusions is shown in
Figure 4a. It can be observed that, with the increasing number of simulations with different
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arrangements of LDK inclusion, the spread of extracted ESR reduces and the simulation
environment becomes saturated with further changes in the spread of ESR. It should be
noted that the narrow bandwidth of acoustics and small shifts in acoustic frequencies with
different arrangements are the reason for the high variance here. Comparing the σ2 over
100 simulations, searching for different inclusion compositions, as shown in Figure 4b, σ2 is
the minimum for a 10% inclusion configuration. This denotes that the 10% inclusion config-
uration shows less influence from microstructural changes with the different arrangement
of inclusions. Finally, the extracted ESR for the model without inclusions is compared with
the statistically adjusted extracted ESR of each model configuration, with inclusions shown
in Figure 5. For comparison, the upper bound limit of the extracted ESR from the model
with inclusions is considered. The upper bound is stated by the µ of 100 simulations with
the addition of 3σ, assuming the extracted ESR varies according to normal distribution.
This upper bound limit, statistically, considers the 99% confidence interval of the extracted
ESR values for each frequency point in all the simulations considered.
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(a) 10% inclusions with varying no. of simulations.
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(b) Varying inclusions content with 100 simulations each.

Figure 4. Comparison of extracted simulated ESR statistics from 2D simulation models of different
inclusions with the first 20, 50 and 100 simulations. (a) shows the variance in the spread of the
10% inclusion configuration, depicting the model saturation of variation in extracted ESR with
the increasing number of simulations. (b) compares the variance for 5, 10 and 30% LDK inclu-
sions for 100 simulations in each configuration, which shows that, with increasing LDK inclusions,
the acoustics suppression increases, but decreases again with a further increase in inclusions.
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Figure 5. Comparison of ESR extracted from the 2D simulation model with increasing composi-
tion percentages of inclusions. Here, the upper bound limit (99% confidence interval) of ESR from
mean and standard deviation is considered, and the lower bound is ignored. Considerable sup-
pression of acoustics is observed here, with a tolerable increase in ESR at non-acoustic frequencies.
A shift in frequencies of acoustics to higher frequencies is also observed with increasing amounts of
LDK inclusions.

The reduction in ESR, for the peak at around 15.7 MHz and 19.9 MHz, from around
200 Ω to 100 Ω for all configurations of inclusions, ensures the considerable suppression
of acoustics. This suppression effect of around 11.3 MHz and 24.1 MHz is limited due
to microstructural changes, with different arrangements for all inclusion configurations;
however, with the 30% LDK inclusions, this limitation is more prominent. In conclusion,
when comparing all the inclusion configurations, the extracted ESR and microstructural
influence with different arrangements is lower for the 10% inclusion configuration than
the other inclusion configurations for the whole range of considered frequencies. In fact,
a trend of the increasing and then decreasing suppression of acoustics with the increase
in LDK inclusions is witnessed here. This leads to the 10% inclusions configuration being
selected as the most appropriate choice for the experiment, among the three configurations
of inclusions considered.

As the realized varactor is in different geometric form, as shown in Figure 2b, the model
geometry is modified, similar to the realized varactor, which is shown in Figure 6. The mod-
ified geometry becomes more complex and requires more inclusions to cover the required
inclusion composition in the BST region. The realized varactor’s widest cut slice, as shown
in Figure 2a, is assumed for the 2D simulation environment, to consider the effects of its
crucial dimensions. The suppression behaviour is already shown in the 2D model above
and, hence, only 10% LDK inclusion is considered in the modified model. This modified
model is simulated with 10% inclusions of LDK material to demonstrate the acoustic
suppression behaviour expected in the realized varactor geometry. The comparison of
the simulated ESR of both, with inclusions and without inclusions, is shown in Figure 7.
Here, the upper bound limit of the extracted ESR for the modified model with inclusions
is compared with the modified model without inclusions. The main advantage with the
modified model is the position of the acoustics in the frequency range, which is expected to
correctly match the extracted measured ESR. The distinct acoustic resonances are observed
at around 9.9 MHz, 16.5 MHz and 23.1 MHz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Modified 2D simulation model to adapt the realized varactor. (a,b) are the model without
and with 10% LDK inclusions (blue) respectively. The electrodes are 0.01 mm thick and the BST
(orange) region is 16 × 0.85 mm2 in dimensions close to the measured dimensions of the realized
varactors. Each inclusion is 0.16 mm in diameter.
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Figure 7. Comparison of extracted simulated ESR statistics from a modified 2D simulation model of
10% inclusions. The upper bound limit µ+ 3σ and mean µ of extracted ESR of 10% LDK inclusion
configuration for 80 simulations is compared with no-inclusion model and a similar acoustics
suppression is witnessed as compared to the 2D simulation model discussed earlier.

With the simulation environment showing a considerable suppression of acoustics
with the addition of small amounts of LDK material, a strong rationale is set up for
experimentation and is discussed in the upcoming sections.

3. Varactor Design and Characterization

Due to the plasma application requirements for maintaining high operating temper-
atures of around 40–50 ◦C, the ratio of barium to strontium in BST is chosen so that its
Curie temperature (TC) is around 20 ◦C. The difference in temperatures ensures that the
BST stays in paraelectric phase, despite the temperature change in the vicinity of the setup.
The BST has a relative permittivity of more than 2000 and shows Q-factor of around 100 in
the lower MHz range, as seen in Figure 8a. The low-loss LDK magnesium borate Mg3B2O6
(MBO) is chosen as an additive as it is efficient in reducing dielectric loss [10]. The MBO has
a relative permittivity and Q-factor of around 7 and 2500 [18], respectively. Two versions
of varactors are manufactured here: one from pure BST and the other from BST with
10 vol-% MBO. The prepared spray granulates are compressed under high pressure to form
solid pellets, using a single-axis manual laboratory press. Each pellet is then sintered and
eventually metalized with silver paste to obtain a parallel-plate varactor, as depicted in
Figure 2b. Figure 2c,d show the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images, depicting the
microstructural views of the manufactured varactors.
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Figure 8. Extracted material values from measurements: (a) Q-factor, (b) ESR and (c) tunability at
1.1 kV.

The electrical characterization of the varactor is performed in a heated pellet holder;
see Figure 2e. The holder is based on the APC-7 standard and is heated to maintain 50 ◦C
on the varactor. Small-signal characterization is performed from 10 MHz to 25 MHz with
a Keysight Impedance Analyzer E4991B. The schematic of the measurement circuit is
shown in Figure 2f. DC bias voltages up to 1100 V, producing maximum electric fields
of around 1.29 kV/mm, are applied using a Keithley 2410 Sourcemeter. Before every
measurement, the setup is calibrated by standard short, open and load (SOL) calibration at
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the end of the biasing circuit and the DC bias source was switched on at 0 V. The extracted
capacitance, extracted ESR and Q-factor readings of the varactor are taken directly from
the Impedance Analyzer.

4. Evaluation

Figure 8a,b compare the extracted Q-factor Qε and ESR from measured values for
both configurations, respectively. A notable presence of acoustics in pure BST varactor
can be observed at 13.2 MHz, 16.4 MHz and 22.9 MHz, which decreases the Q-factor with
increasing bias voltages. In comparison, an almost complete suppression of acoustics
is observed at any bias voltage applied in the BST-MBO varactor. The ESR shows the
same behaviour as predicted in the simulation environment earlier, shown in Figure 7.
Due to the simplification with no dielectric losses, the simulation model cannot extract
the absolute magnitudes of extracted ESR and the comparison can only be made for the
relative changes. In terms of the position of acoustics in the frequency range, the distinct
acoustics are present at similar frequencies of around 16.4 MHz and 22.9 MHz, confirming
the simulation model’s viability. The difference in the position is around 6.4 MHz, which
also conforms with the simulation model discussed in Section 2.

Moreover, the unbiased Q-factor is increased from around 120 to 270 at 13.2 MHz,
denoting the decrease in dielectric loss. The shift in ESR peaks over frequency is not
noticeable, which is suspected to be due to the low dielectric loss of MBO, further increasing
the Q-factor and reducing the ESR values. Some small dips, such as the one around 15 MHz,
in the Q-factor, are visible in the BST-MBO varactor, but nothing conclusive can be stated
from these. As discussed in [18], the extracted capacitance values are directly proportional
to the extracted relative permittivity for the cylindrical disk capacitor used in this work.
This leads to the conclusion that the capacitance tunability τC equals the permittivity
tunability τε and is defined as

τε =
ε(0)− ε(V)

ε(0)
=

C(0)− C(V)

C(0)
= τC, (5)

where ε(V) and C(V) are the relative permittivity and capacitance at voltage V, respectively.
τε decreases from around 30% to 10%, as shown in Figure 8c. The reduction in τε is
observed to be larger than expected, and is certainly not comparable to the elevation in
Qε, which is suspected to be due to the formation of a third non-tunable phase due to
ionic exchanges between BST and MBO [19]. The same behavior is also witnessed with the
non-biased capacitance, as the value decreases from around 3.58 nF to around 1.11 nF with
the introduction of MBO.The figure-of-merit is taken as the material quality factor (η) [20],
which is defined as

η = min(Qε) · τε, (6)

as shown in the Figure 9a. At 16.4 MHz and 22.9 MHz, a significant improvement in η
is observed for the BST-MBO varactor over pure BST. However, the interference from
the strong acoustics can be observed at these frequencies, which not only degrades the η,
but also shows a distinct resonance effect in tunabilities. At 13.2 MHz, the η is slightly better
for the BST-MBO varactor in comparison, but it is expected to improve for bias voltages
above 1.1 kV, as shown in Figure 9b with the dashed line. These dashed tunabilities, in the
extracted η, are extrapolated by using measured data in the model by Chase et al. [21],
as shown in

εr(V) =
εr(0)

2 cosh
[

2
3 · sinh −1

(
2V
V2

)]
− 1

, (7)

where εr(V) is the calculated permittivity at bias voltage V, εr(0) is the unbiased permittiv-
ity and V2 is the bias voltage at which 50% tunability is achieved. V2 is the fitting parameter
from the extracted measured values of relative permittivities between 0 V and 1.1 kV,
which is around 1.9 kV and 4.1 kV for the pure BST and BST-MBO varactor, respectively.
However, the minimum Q-factors are set as identical to those in the Figure 8a, producing
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the best-case scenario for the pure BST varactor at the bias voltages above 1.1 kV. Although
Qε does not show any noticeable acoustic degradation for the BST-MBO varactor, this may
appear when increasing the voltage from 1.1 kV to 4 kV, which is also not considered while
calculating the extrapolated η.
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Figure 9. Material quality factor (η): (a) extracted from measurements at 1.1 kV (b) extracted from
measurements (M) and extracted from Chase model (E) at 13.2 MHz.

5. Conclusions

Quasi-complete suppression of acoustic resonances is achieved in a BST-MBO varactor
at the cost of tunability due to decreased amount of tunable material BST. The minimum
Q-factor increases from around 60 to 250 at 13.2 MHz, but the tunability reduces from
30% to 10%, with a slightly better material quality factor (η) for bias voltages up to 1.1 kV.
At 16.4 MHz and 22.9 MHz, η is notably higher for the BST-MBO varactor. The trade-off
between the Q-factor and the capacitance tunability is beneficial for low-loss varactors,
where the tunability remains at an acceptable level. In future, a thorough investigation
into the incorporation of microstructure changes with the addition of MBO in the BST-
based varactors will be made in the simulations, as well as in experiments, to optimize the
performance of the BST-MBO varactors.
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